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Pichia pastoris and Saccharomyces cerevisiae are two important fungi in both research and
industrial applications of protein production and genetic engineering due to the inherent ability.
For example, S.cerevisiae can produce important proteins from wide ranged sugar from ligno-
cellulose to methanol. Accurate genome-scale metabolic networks (GMNs) of the two fungi can
improve biotechnological production efficiency, drug discovery and cancer research. Comparison of
metabolic networks between fungi brings a new way to study the evolutionary relationship between
them.
There are two basic steps for modeling metabolic networks. The first step is to construct a draft
model from existing model or softwares such as the pathway tool software and InterProScan. The
second step is model simulation in order to construct a gapless metabolic network. There are
two main methods for genome-wide metabolic network reconstruction: constraint-based methods
and graph-theoretical pathway finding methods. Constraints-based methods used linear equations
to simulate the growth under your model with different constraints. Graph-theoretical pathway
finding methods use graphic approach to construct the gapless model so that each metabolite can
be acquired from either nutritions or the products of other gapless reactions.
In my thesis, a new method designed by Pitkänen [PJH+14] is used to reconstruct the metabolic
networks of Pichia pastoris and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Five experiments were developed to
evaluate the accuracy of the CoReCo method. The first experiment was to analyze the quality
of the GMNs of Pichia pastoris and Saccharomyces cerevisiae by comparing with the existing
model. The second and third experiments tested the stability of CoReCo constructed under
random mutation and random deletion of the protein sequence simulating noisy input data. The
next two experiments were done by considering different number of phylogenetic neighbors in the
phylogenetic tree. The last experiment tested the effect of the two main parameters (acceptance
and rejection thresholds) when CoReCo filled the reaction gaps in the final step.
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The metabolic network is vital in many fields ranging from engineering projects,
genetic research, drug discovery and evolutionary studies. Metabolic network is a
collection of metabolic pathways. In each pathway, a series of chemical reactions
catalyzed by a specific enzyme work together to accomplish biological functions:
Citrate cycle pathway is an example. Metabolites are the chemicals in each reaction
ranging from nutrition (eg. alcohol, sugar, lipids and amino acids) to other cofactors
(eg. vitamin and minerals). Genome-wide metabolic network reconstruction is to
construct metabolic network by using computational reconstruction method based
on the existing evidence and annotated enzymes corresponding to the genomes of
the species. Some metabolites such as antibodies are beneficial for homo sapiens. To
maximize the productivity of the cell, it is necessary to know the metabolic network
of the species used in production.
S.cerevisiae is the first eukaryote to be sequenced genome-wide and it was used
in food production for a long time. For example, since S.cerevisiae can produce a
lot of carbon dioxide during growth, it was widely used in bakeries. In research areas,
S.cerevisiae is also important because it can produce many macromolecules such as
different proteins, lipids and vitamins. For example, succinic acid is an essential in-
dustrial commodity because the metabolite is necessary in many chemical synthesis.
S.cerevisiae can survive on a wide range of carbon resources. Production of Succinic
acid of S.cerevisiae can be achieved under cheap carbon resource as nutrition to lower
cost. Moreover, the inherent ability of S.cerevisiae guaranteed it can produce pro-
tein with high productivity compared with other model organisms such as Anaero-
biospirillum succiniciproducens and Actinobacillus succinogenes [And92]. P.pastoris
is mainly used in protein production especially to efficiently produce heterologous
proteins. Moreover, it can survive on a wide range and inexpensive medium. For
example, human glycosylated proteins is an important additions in pharmaceutical
therapy. Due to the genetic advantage of P.pastoris (eg. strongly regulated tran-
scription factor binding site (TFBS)1, advanced post-translational regulation and
the accumulated knowledge of the metabolic network, human glycosylated proteins
can be safely produced by P.pastoris with high efficiency [DH05].
Complete and accurate metabolic network of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris is neces-
sary for both industrial production and research. Metabolic network, consisting
of metabolites and enzymes, can help scientists to describe the post-translational
regulation, which is not only improving the production efficiency but helping us to
understand the mechanism of gene regulation and the occurrence of diseases. There
are two important questions in industrial production: can we get our final produc-
tion given specific nutrition? If we can, how many products we can get from the
amount of nutrition? These questions can be solved only if we acquire the complete
1The loci located in the upstream open reading frame (ORF) of genes initiates the gene trans-
lational process included TATA box, GC box and CAAT box.
2and accurate metabolic networks. In scientific research, gene knock-out technology
was used to silence target gene to see whether the gene was related to the disor-
der. Accurate metabolic networks of the species can help us understand how does
the gene affect the expression of metabolism. Metabolism is a term describing all
life-sustaining reactions included enzymes and metabolites within the cells of living
organisms, which maintain growth and all other biological functions.
Due to the development of innovative sequencing technology, the gap between accu-
mulation of genomes and the metabolic networks of species is increasing. Currently,
various methods have been developed to construct the genome-scale metabolic net-
work. There are mainly two categories: constraint-based methods and graphical-
based methods. Constraint-based methods use linear equations to mimic cell growth
and predict functional important building blocks based on species-specific biomass
Biomass is a term to describe the total amount of biological material derived from
one organism in a specific period of time [PRU10]. Constraint-based methods can
be used for quantitative analysis of cell growth and predict the growth rate and
essential reactions. However, the speed of this method is slow, which hinders the
wide usage of the methods. Graphical-based methods use a graphical approach
to construct gapless metabolic network. Graphical-based approach can construct
metabolic networks with lower cost (eg. less manual curation is needed). However,
the accuracy is constrained by poorly sequenced data, distant homology, incorrect
annotations in biological databases and missing reaction stoichiometry. It is urgent
to seek a method to construct metabolic network with high accuracy and lower cost.
We use the new method, Comparative ReConstruction (CoReCo), to construct the
metabolic network of P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae. The CoReCo is a graphical-based
approach and only a little manual curation is needed to construct gapless metabolic
networks. Gapless metabolic network means all metabolites included in the network
can be acquired either from nutrition directly or from products of other gapless reac-
tions. The characteristic of gapless metabolic network is important to guarantee we
can acquire our final products based on the resource during protein production. This
method takes BLAST [AGM+90], GTG [HMWH07] and results from InterProScan
as input and predicts the gapless metabolic networks by using Bayes network [Pea88]
and atom mapping algorithm [HLMR11].
In my thesis, five experiments were developed to analyze the quality of reconstructed
metabolic networks for both P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae. In the first experiment, I
used ROC curves and contingency tables to test the accuracy of the reconstructed
models compared to existing metabolic models that can be found in literature. The
second and third experiments tested the stability of the CoReCo. For this purpose,
the metabolic networks of P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae were constructed under differ-
ent percentage of random mutation and random deletion of genes. The following
experiment was done by considering different numbers of neighbors in the phyloge-
netic tree (phylogenetic neighbors). The last experiment tested the effect of the two
3parameters (acceptance and rejection thresholds) in the final step of the CoReCo
when using gap filling algorithm to fill the reaction gaps.
In general, the constructed metabolic networks of both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris
under each experiment show good results. The CoReCo has the ability to construct
metabolic networks under poorly sequenced data. However, as incorporating more
distant relatives in the phylogenetic tree (phylogenetic neighbors), the accuracy of
constructed models for both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris does not increase. The two
parameters, acceptance and rejection in atom mapping algorithm, are not sensitive
and can be selected in a wide range to construct models with high accuracy. A little
manual curation is needed to decide whether to incorporate the reactions with big
cost. In Chapter 2, I will introduce some definitions and two well-studied fungi:
P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae. In Chapter 3, I will introduce the state-of-art methods
to construct metabolic networks and the CoReCo method used in my thesis. In
Chapter 4, I will present the data in my thesis and show the results of the experi-
ments. Finally, I will discuss the result in Chapter 5.
2 Metabolic Network Background
2.1 Genome-wide metabolic networks
Genome-wide metabolic network is a collection of metabolic pathways. Each metabolic
pathway consists of chemical reactions and enzymes catalyzed for specific reactions
to accomplish functions: TCA cycle is an example (Figure 1). Different metabolic
pathways work together to sustain the normal physiological and biochemical prop-
erties of a cell. For example, Acetyl-CoA is generated from four other metabolic
pathways and served as substrate in TCA circle at first. Then, a set of chemical
reactions joins together based on Acetyl-CoA to produce the NADH (Nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide). Finally, NADH is produced and transferred to mitochondria
and served as substrate in the aerobic respiration pathway to produce energy. Many
databases of metabolic pathway have been established such as BIOCYC, MetaCYC
[CAD12], ExPASy and KEGG [KG00], which offer us a great opportunity to accu-
rately predict metabolic network in genome-scale.
Genome-wide metabolic network is important because it is not only describing func-
tion of the proteins but also help us to understand the protein-protein interactions
in metabolism, which helps us to study the occurrence and development of dis-
eases [PN05]. Metabolic network has been used in other fields except the study
of protein-protein interactions. For example, accurate-metabolic network can help
us to annotate genes. Based on sequence homology and the annotations of genes
of species from previous studies and databases, we can predict metabolic network
of unknown species [Ost03]. Moreover, production efficiency of microorganisms is
4we can predict for metabolic netwo
Figure 1: The Citrate cycle (TCA cycle) reference pathway from KEGG database.
Solid arrows and lines are the chemical reactions and directions within the TCA
pathway. Dot lines and blank arrows are the reactions and directions outside the
TCA pathway. Small circles are the metabolites and each four digit number within
rectangle express one unique enzyme. Products from other pathways (Fatty acids
metabolism for example) serve as input metabolites in the TCA circle and vice versa.
5quite essential in protein production. Comparison of metabolic networks to identify
the functional differences can offer us a better choice when choosing microorganism
to maximize productivity.
2.2 Model Organisms in Protein Production
Model organism are non-human species that have been extensively studied to un-
derstand particular biological phenomenon and enable to provide insight discovered
in the model organism to other species. Both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris have been
well-studied in research such as human disease, drug discovery and evolution. Many
results were found by study of S.cerevisiae. For example, several genes related with
aging have been identified by study of S.cerevisiae [RBCTR04]. Recently, due to
the genetic advantage, P.pastoris was frequently used in heterologous protein2 pro-
duction.
2.2.1 Saccharomyces cerevisiae
S.cerevisiae has been widely used in food processing related to bakeries and wine-
making. For example, the oldest beverage fermentation using S.cerevisiae was found
round 7000 BC in ancient China, 3000 BC in Egypt and 6000 BC in Iran [LMCK07].
In addition to food production, S.cerevisiae is also popular in commercial applica-
tions to produce lipids, proteins and vitamins. In 1986, S.cerevisiae was first con-
sidered as harmless organism by Food and Drug Administration and Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS). Moreover, after several authorities published
S.cerevisiae as a safe organism, it had been frequently used in protein production.
Currently, as one of the most important eukaryote, S.cerevisiae is nominated as the
primary model for genetic studies.
S.cerevisiae is one of the most studied fungi with a long history. S.cerevisiae was
commonly used in protein production because of its unique characteristics. Tra-
ditionally, the majority of protein production and purification have been made by
using prokaryote such as E.coli. However, to produce heterologous proteins from ad-
vanced species successfully, complicated post-translated modification is compulsory
in order to form functional proteins. Meanwhile, the expression system should not be
too complicated to manipulate. S.cerevisiae satisfied these conditions. S.cerevisiae
is a eukaryote. The advanced post-translational modification system guarantees
the heterologous protein can be produced with S.cerevisae. Moreover, compared
with other model organism, fewer toxins and other self-proteins were produced by
S.cerevisiae during protein production, which makes it easy for protein purification.
2Heterologous proteins are the proteins that translated from the gene that belongs to other
species. These genes were first constructed into vectors (e.g plasmid) and following integrated into
the target genome (e.g P.pastoris) by genome reconstruction technology [RSC92].
6Finally, the existing knowledge of metabolic network of S.cerevisiae supports and
guarantees the wide usage of S.cerevisiae in both commercial protein production
and genetic research.
The study result of S.cerevisiae helps us to identify gene functions for unknown
species. The functions of many genes of homo sapiens were primarily deduced from
study of S.cerevisiae. For example, three mutated genes of S.cerevisiae (PMS1,
MLH1 and MSH2) have been proved to cause trait instability (fragile chromosome
that break easily) on S.cerevisiae chromosome. Moreover, similar genes were found in
homo sapiens by sequence homology between S.cerevisiae and homo sapiens, which
suggested the potential mutations may be associate with colorectal cancer [SPLP93].
Werner’s syndrome is a disease that has common performances with premature ag-
ing. Premature aging is a phenomenon often observed in a set of rare hereditary
(genetic) disorders. The symptoms often related to accelerated aging: skin wrinkle
is example, which is often related with DNA damage. Depending on the existing
knowledge, SGS1 gene of S.cerevisiae is closely regulated with its life span. Based on
sequence similarity, Sinclair et al [SMG97] successfully discovered the homologous
gene of SGS1 in patients. Further experiments identified the SGS1 gene location and
function in the metabolic pathway, which suggested the potential gene of Werner’s
syndrome [SMG97]. Finally, there were some examples suggested S.cerevisiae is
commonly used in commercial production such as enzymes, antibodies, lipids and
vitamin (Table 1).
Table 1: Heterologous proteins expressed in S.cerevisiae
Protein Species Reference
virus polyprotein (VR2 and VR3) virus [NVI+90]
Newcastle disease virus Matrix proteins (NDV-M-protein) virus [ISI+13]
lipase (LIP2) fungi [Dar12]
CgAqr1 fungi [CHP+13]
isoprene (IspS) plant [HZM12]
Aquaporin-1 homo sapiens [BHNSPP13]
N-glycosylation recombinant glycoproteins homo sapiens [ABJ13]
Hepatitis B core protein (HBcAg) homo sapiens [BFC+90]
asparagine synthetase homo sapiens [vHS90]
Human-IFN-α homo sapiens [HHL+81]
2.2.2 Pichia Pastoris
P.pastoris was known as one of the most important yeast in heterologous protein
production for a long time. In 1970s, Koichi Ogata first used P.pastoris to produce
single cell protein (SCP) for animal feed. In 1980s, Phillips Petroleum who worked
in the SIBIA company first developed the heterologous gene expression system of
P.pastoris, which could incorporate those foreign genes with high commercial price
7into P.pastoris genome and expressed the genes with high productivity.
Several factors contributed to the fact that P.pastoris is widely used in heterolo-
gous protein production [CC00]. Firstly, P.pastoris is a single cell microorganism
that is easy to manipulate compared with multi-cell organism. Moreover, simi-
lar to S.cerevisiae, P.pastoris has advanced post-translational modifications. Post-
translational modifications are some chemical reactions related to glycosylation, fold-
ing and proteolytic processing, which is necessary to form functional proteins. This
characteristics guarantee proteins from eukaryotes can be produced in P.pastoris.
The original proteins are non-functional when it translated from mRNA. Heterol-
ogous protein were functional only after processing proper post-translational mod-
ifications: to conform the correct 3D structure for example. Thirdly, methanol
is consumed as the major carbon resource of P.pastoris to offer energy, which de-
creases the price for protein production. Fourthly, the TFBS of P.pastoris in the
promoter region of alcohol oxidase 1 (AOX1) gene is highly related with methanol
metabolism, which sufficiently improved productivity during protein production.
Fifthly, the similarity between S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris makes it easier to trans-
fer the same technique from one species to another. Finally, the inherent ability
of P.pastoris that strongly preferred to respiratory growth facilitated to cultivate
P.pastoris with high-cell density relative to other yeast.
Compared with S.cerevisiae, there are three main reasons contributing to choose
P.pastoris for heterologous protein production [DS96]. Firstly, no strongly inducible
promoters were found in S.cerevisiae. Methanol is the major carbon resource to offer
energy for P.pastoris but not for S.cerevisiae. The TFBS located in the AOX1 gene
is restrictively regulated during methanol metabolism, which increases the heterolo-
gous protein productivity. Thirdly, post-translational modifications of P.pastoris is
more similar with homo sapiens than S.cerevisiae meaning most of human proteins
from P.pastoris is functional but not in S.cerevisiae. Finally, less toxic and self-
protein were produced during heterologous protein production by P.pastoris, which
make easy for purification. Many successful cases are published for heterologous
protein production by P.pastoris such as Mature sakacin A, Staphylococcal Protein
A and xylanase (Table 2).
3 Materials and Methods
’
8Table 2: Heterologous proteins expressed in P. pastoris
Protein Species Reference
Mature sakacin A (SakA) bacteria [JBD+13]
Staphylococcal Protein A (SPA) bacteria [HXH+13]
xylanase (xynB) fungi [FGCS13]
Aspartic Protease fungi [YCSZ13]
Ganoderma Lucidum TR6 fungi [YLL+13]
Amino Acid Transporter ASCT2 (hASCT2) homo sapiens [PPS+13]
Human Serum Albumin (HSA) homo sapiens [WWL+13]
EBNA1 virus [WJLW13]
Equine Infectious Anemia Virus (EIAV) Antigen virus [CJF+13]
3.1 Drafting a reconstruction
The first step of metabolic network modeling is to construct the draft model. The
quantity of the biological annotations for the specific organism and the biochemical
database directly determines the model quality [TP10]. Currently, due to the devel-
opment of sequencing technology [Met09] and accumulation of existing knowledge
[KG00, KOMK+05, Bai00], there are a quite few of resources available to semi-
automatic construct metabolic network. Comparative genomic approach was used
to construct the draft metabolic network: protein sequences search against a refer-
ence database by sequence homology3 is an example. Draft network often have some
"gaps" due to missing enzyme that are necessary for the catalyzation or metabolites
that cannot be reached neither from resource nor other "gapless" reactions. Gaps
need to be filled for several reasons [OP12]. Gaps block the reactions that makes
some metabolites non consumable or producible, which influence the result of model
simulation. Moreover, the process of filling gaps may help us identify new genes and
functions of metabolites. Gaps in the model make it difficult for quality control
during protein production of industry. Gaps have to be filled to guarantee products
can be acquired based on the predicted metabolic network. Several methods were
used to fulfill this goal in order to fill these gaps: find functional coupling is an
example. Functional coupling are the proteins that seem interacted together and
the reactions should exist in the models. Finding functional coupling offers a way
to extend our reactions pools that may fill reactions gaps in the draft model.
3Similarity between sequences. There are two main kinds of homology: orthologs and par-
alogs. Orthologs are for the sequence that directly transferred from the ancestor to the posterity.
Orthologs genes have similar functions in different species. Paralogs are for the sequence that ac-
quired from gene duplication. The duplicated genes have similar sequence and chemical structure.
However, these duplicated genes often do not have similar functions between the ancestor and the
posterity: missing transcription factor binding sites is an example that makes the paralogs genes
fail to transcript from DNA to mRNA. In this work, we don’t distinguish orthologs and paralogs.
Instead, we assume sequences with high similarity have similar functions but it is not necessarily
true.
93.1.1 Resources
There are a lot of resources that offer a great opportunity for the semi-automatic
assembly of the metabolic network. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) [KG00] is an integrated database that contains information of genes, pro-
teins, reactions and pathways. KEGG is prominent in understanding of high-level
functions such as protein interaction and study metabolic pathways. For exam-
ple, the most unique data in KEGG is the metabolic networks, which describe
molecular interaction, reaction and related networks extracted from literature and
recorded into three different databases: KEGG PATHWAY, KEGG BRITE and
KEGG MODULE. In KEGG PATHWAY, each pathway is species-specific cate-
gorized and various data objects are available such as genes, proteins, reactions,
metabolites and reported literature. KEGG database was first built in 1995 by
Kanehisa Laboratories and consists now of sixteen main databases (Table 3).
Table 3: Main databases in KEGG
Category Database Content
Systems KEGG PATHWAY KEGG pathway maps
information KEGG BRITE BRITE functional hierarchies
KEGG MODULE KEGG modules of functional units
KEGG DISEASE Human diseases
KEGG DRUG Drugs
KEGG ENVIRON Crude drugs and health-related substances
Genomic KEGG ORTHOLOGY KEGG Orthology (KO) groups
information KEGG GENES Gene catalogs in complete genomes
KEGG SSDB Sequence similarity database for GENES
Chemical KEGG COMPOUND Metabolites and other small molecules
information KEGG GLYCAN Glycans
KEGG REACTION Biochemical reactions
KEGG RPAIR Reactant pair chemical transformations
KEGG RCLASS Reaction class defined by RPAIR
KEGG ENZYME Enzyme nomenclature
BioCyc is another powerful database that integrated 2988 pathway/Genome Databases
(PGDBs). Each PGDB collects information of genomes and metabolic pathway for a
single organism. BioCyc consists of six intensively curated databases (Table 4). For
example, MetaCyc is a group of metabolic pathways and enzymes for multi-species
containing 2042 metabolic pathways from 2414 species extracted from 36329 publi-
cations. MetaCyc provides reference data such as pathways, reactions, enzymes and
metabolites to support metabolic network reconstruction and serve as an encyclo-
pedia of metabolism [CAD12]. BioCyc also contains many tools for visualizing and
analysis of omics4 data: Genome browser for example. Moreover, the PATHWAY
4A term refers to the biological data ending with omics, such as genomics, proteomics and
metabolomics. For example, genomics means the whole DNA sequence for one species.
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TOOL in BioCyc offers a convenient way to semi-automatic create your own PGDB
and build a flux balance model to evaluate productivity of your PGDB.
ENZYME is a repository database of multi-species enzyme [Bai00]. Each pro-
Table 4: Main databases in BioCyc
Database Scope Content




MetaCyc Multiorganism Metabolic pathway and 2042 metabolic pathways
Enzyme database from 2414 organisms
HumanCyc Homo sapiens 297 metabolic pathways
AraCyc Arabidopsis thaliana 400 metabolic pathways
YeastCyc S.cerevisiae 152 metabolic pathways
LeishCyc Leishmania major Friedlin 143 metabolic pathwaysÂ
tein is categorized by its chemical property and describes with Enzyme Commission
(EC) number. The EC number is a numerical classification for each enzyme. Each
full EC number describes by four digit number. Because EC number classifies en-
zymes by their categorized reaction instead of a specific enzyme, different enzyme
may have the same EC number. ENZYME database is convenient especially for
filling reaction gaps in the draft metabolic network. For example, some proteins are
necessary to fulfill a biological function but do not predict in the draft model by
sequence homology. ENZYME can be used to query these proteins to see whether
there is any evidence to support the existence.
Swiss-Prot is a central hub for the collection of functional informations on genes, pro-
teins, classification and cross-reference of publications [BBA+03]. Moreover, Swiss-
Prot is highly nominated as the gold standard for computational system biology
due to the fact that a well-defined manual curation is processed to guarantee the
accuracy and consistency of annotations. The main process of manual curation is
divided into three steps. First, new sequence is blast search against the Swiss-Prot
database to find the discrepancy annotations between the new report and record.
Many reasons cause the discrepancy such as mutations, alternative splicing, incor-
rect exon boundaries and initiation sites. Alternative splicing is a process happening
on DNA transcription. During this process, a modification of pre-mRNA transcripts
in which introns are removed and exons are combined in different manners. Alter-
native splicing can produce a range of proteins from the same gene by varying the
composition of exons. The next step is literature curation by identification of other
experimental evidence such as gene name, function, cofactors, subcelluar location,
protein protein interactions and other biological and chemical related information
to guarantee the non-redundancy and consistency of the sequence. Finally, recip-
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rocal blast search5 and other phylogenetic resources are used to determine putative
homologous region.
The global trace graph (GTG) database by Heger [HMWH07] is created to find
the homologous proteins. In particular, GTG database is more sensitive to detect
the homologous sequence of distantly related species. The original sequences were
chosen from different databases such as Swiss-Prot, PDB, Protein Data Bank, SCOP
and PFAM. ADDA algorithm [HH03] were designed to find the homologous domain
and nrdb40 was created after excluding the redundant sequences with more than
40% similarity detected by ADDA algorithm. Next, the unweighted alignment trace
graph was created based on nrdb40 by multi-sequence alignment. In the final step,
the alignment trace graph was weighted by the consistency of residues between two
neighbors in the graph node. Given a set of protein sequences, searching against
GTG database will return seven features (Figure 2). QID is the identification of
Figure 2: The original file from searching against GTG database. There are seven
features in this picture. The total number of conserved features (marked by "MF")
of each matched sequence (marked by "MID") can be used to evaluate the similarity
between each query sequence with the matched sequence.
the query sequence, QP is the position of the query sequence, QA is the amino acid
of the query sequence. Similarly, MID, MP, MA is the identification, position and
amino acid of the matched sequence. MF in the last column was the matched fea-
ture. The total number of the matched feature was used to evaluate the similarity
between each query and the matched sequence.
Database Expressed Sequence Tag (dbEST) [BLT93] is a division of Genbank es-
tablished in 1992. As for GenBank, data in dbEST is directly submitted by lab-
5Reciprocal blast search is a two-directional blast searching process. Query sequences first
search against a database and then sequence of database will search against the query. Matches
are only recorded if targets are found in both blast results.
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oratories worldwide and is not curated. Some experiments use EST6 to evaluate
their metabolic model and further increase accuracy. For example, Wanwipa et al
[VOH+08] reconstructed the model of A.oryzae from the extended gene pool by
considering both the genes from existing A.oryzae database and an EST library of
A.oryzae. The high quality EST reconstruction result describes the transcriptome
of A.oryzae and was utilized for gene prediction by mapping the assembling ESTs to
the A.oryzae genome (Figure 3). Furthermore, with the extended gene pool, candi-
date proteins and reactions of each gene of A.oryzae was extracted from the result
of sequence homology among A.nidulans, A.fumigatus and S.cerevisiae. Finally, an
integrated tool (GFAOP) was designed to infer the possible reactions to fill the gaps
in predicted metabolic network of A.oryzae. The method combined different genetic
informations ranging from the genome, transcriptome and functional annotations
of each protein that improved the prediction accuracy. However, extensive manual
curation of the gap filling for the final reconstruction step and strong dependency
of annotations of S.cerevisiae, Anidulans and A.fumigatus hindered the wide usage
of the method. In conclusion, the scope of different databases is shown in Table 5.
Figure 3: Diagram descriptions of assembling EST and mapping to the genome.
Blue color on chromosome expression genes located on the chromosome. Several
mRNAs are first transcript from the same gene. Each mRNA are reverse transcript
into complementary DNA (cDNA) and add primer sequence at one end (yellow),
which is called EST. Finally, all ESTs are assembled by reconstruction software (eg.
Cisgenome) and mapped to the location of the reference genome.
6EST are short cDNAs that reverse translation from mRNA to DNA and exclude untranslated
regions compared with ORFs on the genome. Hight quality of EST described gene expression level
can be used to test and improve your model.
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Table 5: Comparison of different databases
Database Enzymes Genes Reactions Pathways Metabolites
KEGG yes yes yes yes yes
BioCyc yes yes yes yes yes
MetaCyc yes yes yes yes




3.1.2 Tools for Drafting a reconstruction
3.1.2.1 Constructions from existing model
Organism-specific database serves as a critical resource to acquire metabolic data
(e.g. reactions, enzyme, conditions of experimental data and gene expression). This
is extremely useful when evaluating the quality of your result by comparing the
predicted growth rate with the experimental results under certain conditions. Al-
ternatively, if organism-specific database is not available, genomic annotations can
be extracted from their relatives by sequence homology and Gene Ontology [ash].
Close relatives with similar genomes and/or proteomes may have similar biological
functions. In case of Luis Caspeta et al [CSA+12] metabolic network construc-
tion of P.pastoris, the new proteome sequence was searched against the existing
P.pastoris models (GS115). P.stipitis as one of the closest relatives of P.pastoris
was also incorporated to extend the gene pools and biological functions that might
be missed due to missing, wrong or incomplete annotations. Another example of
drafting metabolic networks is by Helga David et al [DÖHN08]. In this example,
annotations of A.nidulans7 were not only extracted from the relatives. To incor-
porate more biochemical informations, sequence homology were also processed by
comparing A.nidulans with evolutionary distant species such as mouse, rat and homo
sapiens(Figure 4).
3.1.2.2 The Pathway Tool Software
The pathway way tool software is powerful to quickly build a Pathway/Genome
Database (PGDB) and further drafting metabolic models with less effort [KPR02].
Moreover, the pathway tool provides a convenient way for scientists to interrogate
the PGDB with complicated querying and visualize the query in an intuitive, graph-
ical fashion. There are mainly three components of the pathway tool: the pathologic
pathway predictor supports to create a new PGDB from the annotated genome of an
7One type of fungi which has well-known as an important research organism for studying eu-
karyotic cell biology.
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Figure 4: Diagram descriptions of the reconstruction process of A.nidulans. Anno-
tations of A.nidulans were first incorporated based on the annotations of S.cerevisiae
by sequence homology. Distant species (middle right) were then also incorporated
into comparison to extract more biological informations that were not identified in
the first step. Those new identified annotations were evaluated and assigned to the
A.nidulans draft model.
organism. The Pathway/Genome Navigator provides complicated query and visual-
ization service of PGDB. For example, given an individual entity such as metabolites,
enzymes or pathways, Pathway/Genome Navigator returns the result and highlights
the results specific or all pathways. Moreover, user can visualize the entire path-
way under different levels such as metabolites, the chemical structures of substrates
and the genes associated with each enzyme (Figure 5). The Pathway/Genome Ed-
itor supports interactive updating of PGDBs. To create a PGDB of new species
S.cerevisiae, a set of flat file format files is collected containing annotations such as
gene location, gene name, type of the gene product, sequence and EC number. The
input flat file can be various: GeneBank is an example (Figure 6). The Pathologic
pathway predictor first read the set of collection and transfer to PGDB format for
further updating and visualization. Moreover, the collected annotations of organism
would be compared with the annotations in all pathways of the existing PGDB (see
Resources) to acquire significant evidence on which pathway should be incorporated
into this organism. Because the pathway tool pretends to incorporate more path-
ways rather than only collecting those with strong evidence, false positive pathways
would be considered into the drafting model. Updating the existing PDGM such as
incorporating more experimental evidence and other manual curation are necessary
to increase the accuracy of the model.
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Figure 5: Visualization of E.coli K-12 pathway on different levels. The E.coli K-
12 pathway is described in metabolites (bottom left), chemical structures (top).
Descriptions of the key enzyme and metabolites in the E.coli K-12 pathway is colored
by red and described on the right panel.
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Figure 6: This is a Genebank example file. LOCUS is the Chromosome location;
DEFINITION is the description of the gene; ACCESSION is the accession number
in Genebank. ORGANIMS is the species on which the gene that belongs to; From
REFERENCE to PUBMED is the cited information of the gene; FEATURES con-
tains the description of the gene; source contains the number of nuclear acids of the




InterProScan is a tool to predict protein domain and functions by comparing each
protein sequence against 14 protein signature databases [ZA01]. There are two ways
to use InterProScan. For functional prediction of several protein sequences, it is
convenient to access InterProScan via a web server (Figure 7). Different kind of input
such as InterProScan ID, GO term ID, protein sequence and type of protein domain
can be used for searching. The result contains many informations such as family of
protein domain, functional predictions, PubMed ID and GO term ID. For big data
set, InterProScan has a standalone version. Users can download this version from
http://ftp.cbi.pku.edu.cn/pub/software/unix/iprscan/. The standalone version can
run multi-sequence in parallel and provides several popular output formats. The
simple retrieval system makes it easier to transfer among different output types.
Figure 7: InterProScan web server homepage. There is different type of entry for
searching such as InterProScan ID (eg. IPR020405), type of protein domain (eg.
kinase), GO term ID (eg. GO:0007165) or protein sequence.
3.2 Metabolic network reconstruction methods
3.2.1 Constraint-based methods
3.2.1.1 Flux Balance Analysis
Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) is a mathematical method to simulate cell growth
or differentiate. The advantages of FBA such as computationally inexpensive and
easy to incorporate more constraints make it commonly used in several applications
such as identifying putative drug target in cancer and pathogens, evaluation of
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connectivity and growth rate of draft model, identify essential reactions and genes
[HDB+10]. The formula is described in the following equations.
max cTV (1)
s.t S · V = 0 (2)
where vx is a specific component of V , S is the stoichiometric matrix that rows
are metabolites and columns are reactions and V is the flux. Flux is a vector that
describes the production rate of each reaction under the steady state where all re-
sources are transferred into products (equation 2). Active components of flux are
products and negative components are consumptions supplemented from environ-
ment such as carbohydrates. For example, the method designed by Borodina et al
[BKN05] used FBA analysis to estimate the growth rate of the predicted model.
The first step is to create draft model by combining genome annotation from sev-
eral databases (eg. KEGG Pathway database, The Welcome Trust Sanger Institute
database, KEGG Ligand database, ExPASy Biochemical Pathways, SWISS-PROT
database) and evidence from literature to predict the draft model of S.coelicolor.
The productivity and connectivity 8 of this model are tested and verified by flux
balanced analysis and essential genes and reactions of S.coelicolor were also identi-
fied [BKN05].
A lot of suggestions are described by incorporating more constraints based on flux
balance analysis. For example, Vinay Satish et al [KDM07] creates an approach to
systematically identify gaps and fill these gaps by extending flux balance analysis.
This approach is divided into two subprocesses. GapFind, a computational based
method, is first used to detect the metabolites that could not be produced from the
original metabolic model by FBA. After identification of the gaps, GapFill is used to
fill the gaps. GapFill first considers whether the gaps could be filled after changing
the directionality of the reactions in the draft model. For example, the reaction
iJR904 in the metabolic model of E.coli is registered as only one direction. However,
the reaction is listed as reversible in the database of EcoCyc and the metabolite can
be reached after reversing the directionality of this reaction. Gaps are related with
the metabolites that either cannot be consumed or cannot be generated during
model simulation. Once gaps were identified, annotations of these metabolites and
reactions from databases such as KEGG can help us to fill these gaps. If the gaps
are not resolved after reversing the directionality, new reactions are considered to
be added to this model. Reactions are acquired from the Metacyc database and
incorporated into this metabolic model if it does not exist in the metabolic model.
Finally, a new flux analysis is processed to fill the gaps while trying to maintain the
structure of the existing metabolic network. In particular, the objective function of
8Productivity and connectivity are two important parameters for in silico growth simulation,
which describe the ability of producing a set of target proteins.
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s.t. LBj ≤ vj ≤ UBj∀j ∈Model (4)
LBj′ · yj′ ≤ vj′ ≤ UBj′ · yj′∀j′ ∈ Database (5)
S · V ≥ 0 (6)
where yi are the new reactions that incorporate into this model, LBj and UBj are
the lower and upper bound of the reaction existing in the metabolic model, LBj′
and UBj′ are the lower and upper bound of new reactions belong to the Metacyc
database, S · V ≥ 0 is similar with constraint in Equation 2 but to minimize the
growth process instead of computing the maximum growth rate. This is because
the aim of the constant (Equation 6) is to guarantee the model had the ability to
produce the metabolite rather than computing the maximum growth rate described
by equation 2 under the assumption of all of the input resources have been trans-
ferred to the products. This method offers a possible way to identify the reaction
gaps and resolves the puzzle of how to fill the gaps. In particular, this approach
does not need much manual curation thus reconstructions of models of multi-species
can be processed in parallel. However, the disadvantage of this method is that the
reconstruction process is mandatory built on the existing models. Moreover, the
ability of this method to fill the gaps is much dependent on the reactions registered
in the Metacyc database.
3.2.1.2 Minimization of Metabolic Adjustment
Minimization of Metabolic Adjustment (MOMA) [SVC02] is another method to es-
timate the growth rate similar with flux balance analysis. MOMA have the similar
constraints but different objective function. The formula of MOMA is outlined in
the following equations.
min ‖Vo − V ‖2 (7)
s.t. S · V = 0 (8)
where Vo is the optimal flux vector and V is the mutant flux vector. The constraint
of MOMA is the same as the constraint in the FBA (see Equation 2). Instead of
predicting the maximum growth rate, MOMA loose the boundary to calculate a rea-
sonable range of the mutant flux that close enough to the optimal FBA flux. This
is more useful when you compare your expectation with experimental data. For
example, Montagud et al [MNdC+10] constructs the draft model of Synechocys-
tis by incorporating annotations from publications and several databases such as
KEGG and BioCyc. To compute the growth rate and compare with experimental
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data, FBA was first used to simulate the maximum productivity under different
carbon resources. However, the maximum growth rate is not consistent with the
experimental result in the beginning and finally the two results were matched after
a continuing sub-cultivations of Synechocystis for 40 days. This suggests a function
that can predict the growth in a reasonable range rather than only simulations of
the optimal growth is required. In the new test, the author used both the MOMA
and the FBA methods to simulate the network and compared with the experimental
data. The result was consistent with most of the data from the beginning of the
experiment.
3.2.1.3 Flux Variability Analysis
Flux Variability Analysis (FVA) is another method used to evaluate metabolic mod-
els. Instead of maximizing flux of all reactions in FBA, FVA tend to identify the
minimum and maximum flux for a single reaction in the network while maintaining
some state of the netwok, eg. supporting 90% of maximal possible biomass pro-
duction rate. FVA has been used in many applications such as identifying active,
inactive or essential reactions, studying flux distributions under suboptimal growth,
identifying functional important building block and investigating network flexibility
and network redundancy [GT10]. The formula is showed below
min/max vi (9)
s.t. S · V = 0 (10)
wTV ≥ rZ0 (11)
vl ≤ v ≤ vu (12)
, where S, V is the same as in FBA, vi is one component in flux vector V , w is
the the matrix we want to compute, Z0 is the optimal solution from FBA, r is the
parameter ranging from 0 to 1. Specifically, r = 1 is an optimal solution to (1). This
is the because Z0 is the optimal flux produced from FBA. For anySeveral examples
prove FVA can help us to identify essential genes, reactions and functional important
blocks. For example, Henry et al [HDB+10] developed software SEED that auto-
matic construct metabolic networks. The pipelines consist of three steps (1) run
sequence data on the RAST server and import the annotations into SEED. During
this process, the Gene-Protein-Reaction (GPR) table had been created. Moreover,
species specific cofactors had been identified based on gene annotations.(2) To fill
gaps of the draft model, FBA was first used to identify the non-generate biomass
reactions. Then an optimization algorithm was used to determine the minimum set
of reactions that must be added into the model to fill these gaps. (3) In the final
step, FVA was used to classify reactions into three categories namely active, essen-
tial and inactive reactions. Removing those inactive reactions from models increased
prediction accuracy from 10% to 20%.
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3.2.1.4 RAVEN Toolbox
RAVEN Toolbox by Agren et al [ALS+13] is an powerful tool that uses constraint
based method to create metabolic models with few manual curation. In RAVEN
Toolbox, Hidden Markov Model was used as similarity tool to fill gaps instead
BLAST. The first step of RAVEN was to create the raw metabolic network based
on protein homology. Two strategies of homologous searching were suggested. To
maximize utilizing the metabolic informations based on the existing models, mod-
els of three fungi that closely related to P.chrysogenum were considered as temples
and all reactions were added to the raw metabolic network of P.chrysogenum. To
fill gaps of the draft model, the KEGG model was processed in following steps.
These gaps were identified based on the full network of subcategory (eg. eukaryotes
or prokaryotes) from KEGG. Reactions, genes and metabolites related with gaps
would search in KEGG Ontology (KO). KEGG Ontology is an online tool that clus-
ters genes of all species into different categories based on cellular compartments,
molecular functions and biological processes. Each KO term are composed by the
genes, reactions, cellular processes and human diseases (Figure 8). A set of proteins
Figure 8: An example KO term of p53 protein.
would acquire and align by multi-sequence alignment tool (MUSCLE). Finally, a set
of HMM would be created for these protein and reactions would be incorporated if
sequences of P.chrysogenum had high similarity with the HMM. The result showed
RAVEN Toolbox has the ability to construct metabolic models with high accuracy
and less manual curation based on existing knowledge. As more metabolic models
are available, the prediction accuracy may increase.
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3.2.2 Graph-theoretical path finding methods
3.2.2.1 The Minimum mutation algorithm
Pitkänen et al [PRA11] constructed gapless metabolic networks by using graphical-
based approach while minimizing the total mutation cost. The draft model of a
group of species was predicted by extracting reactions, metabolites and other anno-
tations from the KEGG database. The algorithm divides into two main processes.
To create the gapless metabolic network with minimum mutations, Fitch algorithm
was first used to compute the minimum mutations given the phylogenetic tree struc-
ture based on the evolutionary relationship between the species (Figure 9). Fitch
algorithm first computed each reaction of internal nodes from the bottom of the
phylogenetic tree to the top based on equation 13.
Fi(v) =
{ {Li(v)} if v is leaf
Fi(x)
⋃
Fi(y) if v is not leaf; x and y are the left and right child of v
(13)
where Fi(v) mean the existence of the reaction i in the internal node v; Li(v) means
the existence of reaction i in leaf node v. Leaf nodes are the kind of nodes that
contain only parent nodes but do not exist child nodes. If the reaction exists in the
leaf node, it will be marked with 1, otherwise marked with 0. For an internal node,
the existence of single reaction will be marked based on the result of union of this
reaction in the child nodes. For example, if one reaction that both exists in two
nodes x and y (eg. 1), the existence of their parent should also be 1 by computing
the union result of the reaction of the two children; if one reaction that exist only
in one child, the existence of this reaction in their parent cannot be decided and
marked with uncertainty (eg. {0, 1}); if one reaction does not exist in any of the child
nodes, this reaction should not exist in their parent (eg. 0). In the second process,
the phylogenetic tree was traversed from top to the bottom and a gapless metabolic
network was created at each node by filling the gaps remaining after the bottom-
top Fitch pass. Reactions that were incorporated to fill the gaps should satisfy the
conditions that the total cost of mutations was minimized (eg. if one reaction that
disappears in the parent node but exists in the child node, a mutation has occured
and the total cost would plus one). The main advantage of prediction method was
that the whole procedure was constructed automatically. Mutation cost is produced
when adding reactions that originally do not exist in the living species in order to
construct the gapless metabolic network. Moreover, many plausible pathways are
excluded by constructing maximum parsimony tree and the minimum mutation cost
is calculated based on the tree structure. For example, when both the parent node
and the child node don’t exist the reaction, incorporating this reaction to the child
node will produce one mutation (0 to 1 mutation) thus increasing the total mutation
cost. Only the pathway with minimum mutation cost would be left thus resolved
the commonly existing problem in computational-based method for predicting too
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Figure 9: Fitch algorithm schematic diagram. (a) the existence of each reaction
for a single species was first assigned to the leaf nodes (green); (b), (c) Based on
maximum parsimony rules (equation 13), the tree first construct from the bottom
to the top; If the root node (blue) is not decided and marked with the set of 0, 1, the
value of this root node should be assigned with 1; (d) For internal nodes (yellow),
if it is uncertainty and marked with the set of 0, 1, the existence of this reaction
for single internal node should be assigned with the same value of its parent node;
Finally, the tree is reconstructed with one mutation (red arrow) in (d), which is the
maximum parsimony tree.
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many plausible pathways (Figure 10). However, the predicted pathway with mini-
Figure 10: The gap filling process with minimum mutation cost. The example of
metabolite A (red) cannot be reached in the model of one species based only on
the Fitch algorithm from the parsimony tree. Dynamic programming is used and 4
reactions have been found to produce this metabolite with different mutation cost
(eg. incorporate reaction r1 will increase the total mutation cost with 3). The
reaction with minimum mutation cost (yellow) will be added.
mum mutation cost did not necessary mean this pathway was the real one existing
in the species without carefully manual curation. The reasons were partially because
the annotation error that recorded in KEGG and partially because the metabolism
difference among species that some reactions should not incorporate in the species
although these reactions were included in the pathway with minimum mutation cost.
3.2.2.2 The CoReCo algorithm
With more genomes and proteomes are available, the gap between sequence data and
the metabolic model of species is increasing. Moreover, in my knowledge, there is
not a tool can efficiently construct metabolic models for both living species and their
ancestors. The CoReCo tool satisfies the goal and can predict metabolic models for
different species at the same time, which offer a way for evolutionary study. There
are three main steps (Figure 11): (1) sequence analysis, (2) construct probabilistic
models by Pearl’s poly tree algorithm [Pea88] based on the maximum parsimony tree
and (3) create gapless metabolic models by atom mapping algorithm [HLMR11].
Sequence Analysis The first step of CoReCo method was processed by recipro-
cal alignments with BLAST (blastp 2.2.27+, evalue cutoff 10) that match 501619
protein sequences from 49 fungi against the Swiss-Prot database. E-value is used
to evaluate the similarity between the query sequence and the target. Specifically,
the smaller e-value between the query and the target, the bigger similarity it does.
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Figure 11: Overview of the reconstruction method by Pitkänen [PJH+14]. Sequence
analysis: genomes of the target species is subjected to BLAST, GTG and Inter-
ProScan analyses to compute enzyme probabilities. Probabilistic model & Atom
mapping: Plausible gapless metabolic networks are assembled based on integrated
enzyme evidence. Finally reconstructed models are converted into SBML and generic
stoichiometric matrix formats.
The result of BLAST alignment yielded the two e-value namely, E(s, t) and E ′(s, t),
where E(s, t) is the forward Blast result by matching species sequences against the
sequence from the Swiss-Prot database and E ′(s, t) is the reciprocal Blast result
by matching sequences from the Swiss-Prot database against the sequence of the
species. Next, two probabilities, p(s, t) and p′(s, t) respectively, were computed ac-
cording to their e-value. The joint Blast score was designed for combining these two
probabilities
B(s, t) = − log (p(s, t) + p′(s, t)− p(s, t)p′(s, t)) (14)
which described the similarity between sequences s and t. To detect the homology
for distantly related species, GTG search was performed by extracting all of the
conserved amino acid features (GTG feature) for each query sequence s. Then, the
most similar sequence t from GTG database that belongs to the Swiss-Prot database
and share the most GTG features with sequence s would be chosen. In particular,
we cannot acquire annotations for the sequence not in Swiss-Prot database even if
it shares most GTG features. In such case, it is good to choose the second or third
similar sequence (eg. t) to express the query sequence s. GTG score was computed
based on the shared GTG features between query sequence s and the best matches
sequence t by
G(s, t) =
|F (s) ∩ F (t)|
|F (s)| (15)
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where, F(s) and F(t) are the number of GTG features in sequence s and t. Moreover,
annotations (eg. EC number) would be added for each pair of B(s, t) and G(s, t)
based on the Swiss-Prot ID of sequence t. Here is a sample result of GTG score
(Table 6). Org is the species in short name; SeqId is the sequence ID; SeqGTGs
Table 6: The sample result of GTG score.
Org SeqId SeqGTGs MatchSeq MatchNID MatchGTGs GTGScore Ecs
Acla A1C3S4 920 A1C3S4 1527257 920 1.000 ?
Acla A1C3S4 920 Q9ULF0 384665 679 0.738 ?
Acla A1C3S4 920 ? 218106 651 0.708 ?
Acla A1C3S4 920 Q7VHV4 1575453 641 0.697 6.1.1.7
Acla A1C3S4 920 Q7VQG3 1572842 640 0.696 6.1.1.7
Acla A1C3S4 920 Q9RNN8 396147 636 0.691 6.1.1.7
is the number of GTG feature for the query sequence; MatchSeq is the matched
sequence in GTG database where the sequence will mark with "?" if it doesn’t exist
in the Swiss-Port database; MatchNID is the GTG sequence ID; MatchGTGs is
the number of GTG features for the matched sequence; GTGScore is the frequency
between the number of query GTG against the number of matched GTG; ECs is
the EC number annotated in Swiss-Prot database and record as "?" for unknown
EC. In this case, the best match for the query sequence (A1C3S4) is Q7VHV4 with
GTG score 0.697 and EC number 6.1.1.7. Finally, the best joint blast score and
GTG score for each enzyme in species x would be selected by
B(e, x) = max
s∈Q,t∈T
B(s, t) (16)
G(e, x) = max
s∈Q,t∈T
G(s, t) (17)
where e is the enzyme in species x, Q is the proteome in species x and T is all of
the protein sequence in Swiss-Prot database.
Reaction stoichiometry and Atom Mappings Reactions from KEGG have to
be pretreatment in three steps before used in metabolic network reconstruction. The
first step is to remove the reactions that are recorded as general reaction in KEGG.
General reactions are specific group of reactions that do not have specific functions
in metabolic pathways such as "Dinucleotide+H2O = 2Mononucleotide" (KEGG
number R00056). 191 general reactions have been filtered and 8664 reactions were
left as the reaction pool for following reconstructions. In the second step, a balance
formula was created for each of the reaction and the atom mapping algorithm by
Heinonen et al [HLMR11] was used to compute the atom graph. Atom mapping
can provide the best solution that match atoms and bonds from the reactants to
the products based on the minimum edge edit distance 9. The algorithm can be
9Given a pair of graphs G1 and G2, The edge edit distance dEE(G1, G2) is the minimum number
of edge edit operations that is required to transform G1 to G2
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divided into two processes. First, an optimal atom mapping was searched for. If the
atom mapper failed to discover the optimal solution in a reasonable time, a heuristic
approach was used to detect the non-optimal mapping.
Reconstruction steps After the preliminary steps of sequence processing, the
metabolic network reconstruction of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were processed into
two steps: CoReCo Phase I and CoReCo Phase II. In CoReCo Phase I, a new score
(reco-phase1) was created for each EC number based on the BLAST and GTG
score by Pearl polytree algorithm. In CoReCo Phase II, atom mapping algorithm
was used to fill the reaction gaps and predict the metabolic networks of S.cerevisiae
and P.pastoris.
CoReCo Phase I: Probabilistic Model Enzyme exists in living species (leaf
nodes) was expressed in 1 and 0 if it does not exist. A maximum parsimony tree of
each enzyme of the 49 fungi was constructed with 500 times based on the structure
of the phylogenetic tree. By summing all mutations in 500 times for each edge
from the ancestor to the child, the mutation probabilities were computed for each
enzyme. The second step is to compute the conditional probability of each enzyme
in the living species based on their GTG score and the joint Blast score by the kernel
method (R package, Gaussian kernel method).






K(B −B(e, x)) (18)







where n is the total number of summed score, R(x) is the enzyme in the existing
species, B(e, x) and G(e, x) are the Blast and GTG score for the enzyme e in species
x, K is the kernel function summing to one. The EC number from the InterProScan
(version 40.0) served as the golden standard in the kernel method. InterProScan
[ZA01] combines 14 different Hidden Markov methods to predict the existence of
each enzyme from 24117 protein signatures. The total number of 572 unique EC
was predicted from the InterProScan process. Four conditional probabilities need
to be trained by P (B|X = 1), P (B|X = 0), P (G|X = 1) and P (G|X = 0) where
the probability of the enzyme existed in the predictions of both BLAST and In-
terProScan result was expressed as P (B|X = 1); the probability of enzyme that
predicted in BLAST but not in InterProScan result was exhibited as P (B|X = 0);
the probability of the enzyme existed in both GTG and InterProScan results was
shown as P (G|X = 1); the probability of the enzyme predicted only in GTG result
was described as P (G|X = 0). The distribution of the four estimated conditional
probabilities was shown in Figure 12. Finally, the Bayesian network was constructed
and the posterior probabilities P (X|B,G) for each enzyme was calculated by Pearl
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Figure 12: The conditional probability of the existing species. The range of the
BLAST score (top left and top right) and the GTG score (bottom left and bottom
right) are from 0 to 663.38 and from 0 to 1 respectively. The value on y axis is
the density estimated by Gaussian kernel. N is the number of observations from
BLAST or GTG results. Bandwidth is the estimated standard deviation based on
the observations by Silverman’s method (nrd0).
polytree algorithm [Pea88]. The Bayesian metabolic network was built for each en-
zyme based on the structure of the phylogenetic tree of multi-species (Figure 13)
Pearl polytree algorithm uses different features (BLAST and GTG scores in our
experiments) as input and computed the posterior probability of each ancestor from
the priori probability of their children. These probabilities were served as input in
the next phase where gapless metabolic networks were constructed for each fungi.
CoReCo Phase II: Gapless Atom-level Reconstruction Algorithm The
atom-level reconstruction algorithm was based on the research [PJH+14]. The first
step of the algorithm transferred the posterior probability P (e, x) to a logarithmic
cost for each reaction r by
C(r) =
{ − log (P (e, x)) +  if P (e, x) > γ
− log γ +  others (20)
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Figure 13: The Bayesian network of each enzyme by Pitkänen [PJH+14]. Prediction
of existence of each enzyme is based on the phylogenetic tree of the multi-species.
Three different nodes contain in the tree: the ancestral node (yellow), the existing
species (green) and the Blast and GTG evidence nodes (blue).
where P (e, x) is the posterior probability of enzyme e in species x annotated with
reaction r, γ and  are the minimum posterior probability of single reaction and
the base cost that should be determined before test (eg. γ = 1 × 10−6 and  = 1
in my test.). In the second step, a heuristic approach [PJH+14] was designed in
computing the gapless metabolic network. Reactions that satisfy the acceptance
were arranged with increasing order based on their estimated costs. Additional
costs would be added in each iteration when identifying the shortest path from
nutrition to the metabolites of reactions that already incorporate in the metabolic
network and summed the costs for the existing reactions and the new additional
reactions. Two parameters are vital in this process: the acceptance threshold (α)
and the rejection threshold (β). Each reaction that was smaller than the acceptance
would be chosen and the reconstructed result of each pathway would be reported if





Some reactions, which were solidly supported by sequence data (high posterior prob-
ability) but no gapfilling pathway has been found, would be flagged and the option
of whether to incorporate these reactions into the metabolic model was judged by
the researcher. The connectivity would be guaranteed if we rejected these reactions
but some biological functions may be lost for the species; whereas the predicted
accuracy would be increasing but the connectivity could not be maintained.
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4 Analysis of CoReCo
The metabolic reconstruction algorithm, Comparative ReConstruction (CoReCo)
developed by Pitkänen et al [PJH+14], was used to reconstruct the metabolic net-
work of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris. The reconstructed network of S.cerevisiae was
evaluated by the yeast consensus model and the reconstructed model of P.pastoris
was evaluated based on two models, namely iLC915 and PpaMBEL1254. In my the-
sis, five experiments were designed to evaluate the prediction ability of the CoReCo
algorithm under different conditions. The first experiment was to evaluate the re-
construction accuracy of the predicted reactions by using receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curves for both P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae. Next, reconstructed
models of P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae were computed under pooly sequenced data
and the accuracy was tested by the areas under the curve (AUC). In the third ex-
periment, the construct accuracy of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris was computed from
different phylogenetic trees and poorly sequenced data. The last two experiments
were designed to test the two major parameters: acceptance (α) and rejection (β)
with and without the gap penalty.
4.1 Original data
The reconstruction process of the CoReCo algorithm was computed based on pro-
teomes of the 49 fungi. Proteomes of the 49 fungi were acquired from a previous
study [PAR13] (Table 7). Two species were used for the metabolic network recon-
struction: S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris. Recently, P.pastoris has been re-sequenced
by De Schutter et al [DSLT+09] and the new proteome of the species was published
online. The genome of P.pastoris is first segmented into small units and sequenced
by 454/Roche sequencing separately, which is one of the next generation sequencing
technology that can sequence the whole genome within several days. The assembly
of the sequenced segments is finished by using shortgun method that merges two
random segments when the P-value between them is smaller than e−20 from the
Blastn 10 result.
Metabolites and reactions were collected from the KEGG database (the 2012 ver-
sion). Swiss-Prot database and Global Trace Graph (GTG) (see 3.1.1 Resources)
database were used for homologous searching of protein sequence. Swiss-Prot database
(version 31.10.2012; download from Uniprot database) contains manually annotated
records with information extracted from literature, which is highly reliable. GTG
database [HMWH07] includes protein sequences from various databases (eg. Swiss-
Prot, TREMBEL, PIR, PDB, WORMPEP and ENSEMBL) and was used to search
the homologous proteins especially for the distantly related species.
10The tool computes the similarity between the query nuclear sequence and the target nuclear
sequence and predicts the best match based on the P-value. There are several reasons that influence
the P-value: query sequence length, match sequence length, size of the target database and the
gap penalty.
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Table 7: 49 fungi namelist




















































4.2 Reconstruction accuracy of P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae by
ROC curves
Three metabolic models were used for testing the reconstruction accuracy of CoReCo
in Phase I. PpaMBEL1254 [SGK+10] and iLC915 [CSA+12], both the predicted
metabolic models of P.pastoris, contain different number of ECs and reactions due
to different methods that have been used to construct these models; Yeast consensus
model (version yeast_6.06) was used for testing the reconstruction accuracy for the
metabolic model of S.cerevisiae. The basic statistics of the size of two models are
shown in Table 8. Based on the ECs predicted from CoReCo for each species and
Name ReactionNum ECNum MetaboliteNum
iLC915 1423 603 899
PpaMBEL1254 1202 425 1147
Yeast consensus model 1029 603 1351
Table 8: Characteristics of iLC915, PpaMBEL1254 and Yeast consensus model. The
number of reactions, ECs and Metabolites are the values in ReactionNum, ECNum
and MetaboliteNum respectively.
the ECs from the three metabolic models, the ROC curves were created for each
species (Figure 14). Five different score methods were used to plot the ROC curve
for a single species. Reco-phase1 is the EC score from CoReCo phase I calculated by
Pearl polytree algorithm, which considered both Blast and GTG score for each EC
with phylogenetic context. Reco-phase2 was the score for the EC calculated from
CoReCo Phase I to CoReCo Phase II. Each EC in reco-phase1 has to satisfy the
acceptance threshold (α) and the total amount of cost in each pathway should not
more than rejection parameter (β) after using gap filling algorithm (see Methods).
BLAST and GTG were the Blast score and the GTG score that directly result from
blastp and GTG search result. NaiveBayes score is computed by combining BLAST
and GTG score in the following equation
NaiveBayes(e, x) = 1/2B(s, t) + 1/2G(s, t) (22)
where e is the enzyme of species x, B and G are the Blast and GTG score. By com-
puting ROC curves and their area under the curve (AUC) values, the ROC curve of
P.pastoris computed from reco-phase1 score was the best estimated by the iLC915
model and the PpaMBEL1254 model. The ROC curve of P.pastoris computed from
reco-phase2 (red curves) verified by PpaMBEL1254 model was less accurate than
the ROC curve with the same score tested by iLC915 model.
There are several reasons for these results. Comparison between these models in-
dicated the unique EC number in iLC915 and PpaMBEL1254 was 603 and 445
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Figure 14: The ROC curves for P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae with different score meth-
ods. P.pastoris has been evaluated by iLC915 model (a) and the PpaMBEL1254
model (b). S.cerevisiae is tested in Yeast consensus model (c). x axis is the false
positive rate and y is the true positive rate. There are 5 curves in each picture de-
scribed by different score methods: reco-phase2 (red), reco-phase1 (purple), BLAST
score(blue), GTG score (blue) and NaiveBayes (grey).
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iLC915 PpaMBEL1254 Share
ECNum 603 445 371
Table 9: Summary of unique and shared EC in iLC915 and PpaMBEL1254 models.
Values in iLC915 and PpaMBEL1254 are the number of unique EC; share is the
ECs that exist in both iLC915 and PpaMBEL1254 models.
respectively and the shared EC number in both two models was only 371 (Table 9).
PpaMBEL1254 was constructed directly based on the homologous protein searching
against the proteins in KEGG and TransportDB, which mean many EC numbers
chosen from other species in PpaMBEL1254 may not be correct. Furthermore, pa-
rameters of homologous searching towards multi-species should be quite strict in
order to discover the real ECs (eg. e-value in blastp searching), which means many
ECs that should be included in the metabolic model are excluded in PpaMBEL1254.
The iLC915 model was constructed based on the annotations of the metabolic model
of S.cerevisiae (iIN800 [NJM+08]). iIN800 was well annotated (included more reac-
tions and metabolites) and the close relationship between S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris
makes sure that homologous searching of the proteins in P.pastoris against the pro-
teins in S.cerevisiae (iIN800) will produce more functional results (meaning more
ECs are included in iLC915 and the ECs in iLC915 are real). Moreover, iLC915
incorporated more reactions that related in Methanol metabolism pathway, which
is not included in PpaMBEL1254 model.
All ROC curves of S.cerevieiae presented in Figure 14 c were similar except the
curve computed by reco-phase2 score (red). This is because S.cerevisiae is well an-
notated in both Swiss-prot and KEGG database so that using only BLAST or GTG
searching against Swiss-prot and GTG database is enough to produce a good re-
sult. The ROC curve computed from reco-phase2 was less accurate than the other
4 curves in each figure. This is because some ECs with high posterior probabil-
ity (low cost) chosen from the atom mapping algorithm in CoReCo Phase II were
rejected to maintain the connectivity of the predicted metabolic network (eg. 129
reactions were necessary in order to fill the reaction gap R01108, which exceeded
the reject threshold β although the posterior probability of R01108 was 0.87). Some
ECs with low posterior probability (high cost) were included in order to fill reaction
gaps in the network. Finally, the contingency table of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris
was created and verified by different metabolic models (Table 10). The sensitiv-
ity of P.pastoris by the iLC915 and PpaMBEL1245 models is 0.96 and 0.83. The
specificity of P.pastoris by the iLC915 model and PpaMBEL1245 models is 0.84 and
0.85. The sensitivity and specificity of S.cerevisiae by the yeast consensus model are
0.97 and 0.92. In conclusion, the results of S.cerevisiae tested by ROC curves and
contingency tables are better than P.pastoris.
Two main reasons cause the result. More information is available for S.cerevisiae
than P.pastoris in both the Swiss-Prot database and the GTG database make the
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Name MetModel TP TN FP FN
P.pastoris iLC915 579 2637 493 24
P.pastoris PpaMBEL1245 373 2602 452 72
S.cerevisiae yeast consensus model 586 2658 217 16
Table 10: Contingency table of P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae.MetModel is the
metabolic model for evaluation of the prediction result. TP is the number of ECs
exist in both predicted model and tested model. TN is the number of ECs does not
exist in both models. FP is the number of ECs that exists only in predicted model
and FN is the number of EC predicted only in tested model.
BLAST and GTG search result of S.cerevisiae better than the result of P.pastoris.
More annotations (eg. EC numbers) in yeast consensus model than the iLC915
and PpaMBEL1245 models also contribute to the better result of S.cerevisiae than
P.pastoris.
4.3 Reconstruction accuracy with random sequence mutation
and deletion
To test the performance of the CoReCo algorithm towards poorly sequenced data,
the original protein sequence was processed by different percentage of random mu-
tation and deletion. The original sequence was randomly mutated for S.cerevisiae
and P.pastoris consisted from 5% to 20% of the total number of amino acids with
5% as one interval. Similarly, random deletion was made for the fungi deleted from
10% to 50% of the total number of genes with 10% as one interval. The CoReCo
algorithm was reprocessed under these poorly sequenced data and the ROC curve
computed from reco-phase1 score were used to evaluate the accuracy of S.cerevisiae
and P.pastoris.
The results constructed under randomly mutated sequence of both S.cerevisiae and
P.pastoris expressed the good performance of the CoReCo algorithm with little
effects on random mutation (Figure 15). The AUCs under 20% of random mu-
tation for both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were 0.97 and 0.91 respectively. The
CoReCo algorithm was also stable towards random deletion of genes for S.cerevisiae
and P.pastoris (Figure 16). The AUCs of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were verified
under reference models by different percentage of random deletion from 10% to
50%. In both cases, the AUCs computed from reco-phase1 score for S.cerevisiae
and P.pastoris were shown the best performance in each deletion rate. The AUCs
of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris with NaiveBayes score, BLAST score and GTG score
were decreasing a lot under 50% deletion rate. However, the AUCs computed by
reco-phase1 score in both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris under 50% random deletion
were almost the same as the AUCs from the original data.
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(a) AUC of S.cerevisiae under different percent-
age of random mutation
(b) AUC of P.pastoris under different percent-
age of random mutation
Figure 15: The AUCs of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris under different percentage of
random mutation. x axis is the mutation percentage. y axis is the AUC range from
0 to 1. (a) describes the AUC of S.cerevisiae under different percentage of random
mutations with reco-phase1 score (blue), Blast score (red) and GTG score (yellow).
(b) is similar with (a) but describes the AUC of P.pastoris. In both pictures, three
curves of one fungi are compared with the AUC computed from reco-phase1 score
(green) of the other fungi.
(a) S.cerevisiae (b) P.pastoris
Figure 16: The AUCs of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris under different percentage of
random deletion. x axis is the deletion percentage. y axis is the AUC range from
0 to 1. (a) describes the AUC of S.cerevisiae with reco-phase1 score (red), Naive
Bayes score (purple), Blast score (green) and GTG score (blue). (b) is similar with
(a) but describes the AUC of P.pastoris.
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4.4 Reconstruction accuracy with varying sizes of the phylo-
genetic tree
The posterior probability of each enzyme, computed by Pearl polytree algorithm, is
decided by the ancestor (parent node) and two children (child node) in the phylo-
genetic tree. The phylogenetic tree of the 49 fungi was based on a previous study
[PAR13](Figure 17). Seven phylogenetic trees of S.cerevisiae (Figure 18) with dif-
Figure 17: The phylogenetic tree of 49 fungi. The phylogenetic tree is constructed
based on the evolutionary relationship between fungi. The name of each fungi is
described by the short name (additional files). Specifically, S.cerevisiae (in red
rectangle) and P.pasotirs (in blue rectangle) are named as Scer and Ppas .
ferent number of neighbors were created based on the evolutionary relationship de-
scribed in Figure 17. To evaluate the performance of the CoReCo algorithm under
different neighbors of phylogenetic tree towards poorly sequenced data, metabolic
networks of S.cerevisiae were constructed with each phylogenetic tree and each dele-
tion rate. Similar process was also processed for P.pastoris. In the end, the AUC
was calculated under specific conditions (different trees and different deletion rates)
for both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris and described by response surface (Figure 19).
The predicted AUCs in both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were decreasing when the
percentage of random deletion was increasing. Moreover, the CoReCo algorithm
could predict well in the extreme cases (eg. the predicted AUCs of S.cerevisiae
and P.pastoris were more than 0.95 at 50% random deletion). The best AUC
of S.cerevisiae in each deletion rate was shown under the phylogenetic tree with
12 neighbors (red line). This is because the 12 fungi are more close-related with
S.cerevisiae (see Figure 17), which means similar functions (eg. genes and reac-
tions) in these fungi should also exist in S.cerevisiae and the prediction based on the
phylogenetic tree was more accurate. The AUC was not increasing but became more
stable when adding more fungi into the metabolic reconstruction process. Similar
results were also observed in the response surface of P.pastoris. The maximum AUC
in each deletion rate was presented in the phylogenetic tree with four neighbors that





Figure 18: Phylogenetic trees of S.cerevisiae with different number of neighbors.
Seven phylogenetic trees are created with 1 neighbor (a), 2 neighbors (b), 5 neighbors
(c), 10 neighbors (d), 20 neighbors (e), 30 neighbors (f) and 40 neighbors (g).
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(a) S.cerevisiae (b) P.pastoris
Figure 19: Response surface of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris. x axis is the number
of neighbors of the phylogenetic tree. y axis is the percentage of random deletion.
Metabolic networks are constructed under each conditions and the AUCs are com-
puted for both S.cerevisiae (a) and P.pastoris (b).
4.5 Reconstruction results with different acceptance and re-
jection parameters
To evaluate the influence of the acceptance and rejection parameters in the CoReCo
algorithm, the metabolic network of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris was constructed un-
der different combinations of acceptance and rejection parameters. Two experiments
were completed. In the first test, all reactions predicted from CoReCo Phase II were
assumed in the predicted metabolic networks without considering the connectivity.
In the second test, only the gapless reactions were considered into the predicted
metabolic networks and new response surface was created.
Evaluation of the reconstruction results without considering connectivity
The first test was completed by incorporating all reactions predicted from CoReCo
Phase II as input to compute the AUC under different acceptance and rejection
(Figure 20). Acceptance (α) was chosen from 0 to 0.1 with 0.01 as one interval. Re-
jection (β) was ranging from 0 to 5 with 0.5 as one interval. The metabolic networks
of both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were constructed under each acceptance and re-
jection. The AUCs of P.pastoris tested for both the iLC915 and PpaMBEL1245
model were similar under different acceptance and rejection. The maximum AUC
of P.pastoris was 0.9 predicted with parameters α = 0 and β = 1. This is because
with zero acceptance, only the reactions with zero cost (or posterior probability
equals one) were selected and the majority of the reactions with cost more than zero
were rejected. Most Reaction threshold with zero cost should be the real reactions
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(a) P.pastoris tested by iLC915 (b) P.pastoris tested by PpaMBEL1245
(c) S.cerevisiae
Figure 20: Response surface of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris under different acceptance
and rejection. x axis is the value of rejection. y axis is the value of accept. Metabolic
networks are constructed under each conditions and the AUCs are computed for both
P.pastoris (a) and (b) and S.cerevisiae (c) tested by different models.
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that existed in both the iLC915 and PpaMBEL1245 model so that the best AUC
occurred. The minimum AUC of P.pastoris was 0.61 with paramters α = 0 and
β = 0. Similar results were also produced for S.cerevisiae. However, many reactions
included in the predicted model had gaps. The predicted model, although with high
accuracy when acceptance equals to zero, can not be directly utilized in engineering
projects due to the reaction gaps. It was reasonable increasing the acceptance to
create a gapless metabolic network with less accuracy.
Evaluation of the reconstruct results with gap penalty The second test was
to test the accuracy of the predicted model for both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris with
gap penalty. Metabolic networks were also constructed based on the different accep-
tance and rejection parameter. Reactions from CoReCo Phase II were considered
into the predicted model only if the reactions were flagged with gapless. The AUC
of each predicted network was computed and depicted in response surface (Figure
21). The minimum AUC of P.pastoris and S.cerevisiae was shown with parameters
α = 0 and β = 0, which was different from the first test. This is because in the
first test, the majority of reactions with more than zero cost were excluded and the
atom mapping algorithm could not construct the gapless metabolic networks by only
considering the reactions with zero cost. The maximum AUC of S.cerevisiae was
0.88 with parameters α = 0.05 and β = 2. The maximum AUC of P.pastoris tested
by the iLC915 and PpaMEBL1245 model was 0.84 and 0.86 with the parameters
α = 0.06 and β = 0.05 respectively. The CoReCo algorithm was proven to have
the ability to predict well under a wide range of accept and rejection. For example,
for any acceptance and rejection that are bigger than 0.04 and 0.5 respectively, the
AUCs of both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were larger than 0.84.
5 Discussion
The CoReCo algorithm can predict the metabolic networks from poorly sequenced
data with high accuracy. S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris were used here for metabolic
network reconstruction. The ROC computed by the reference models, Yeast consen-
sus model for S.cerevisiae, and two new models, iLC915 and PpaMBEL1245 models
for P.pastoris, shown good results. Moreover, the AUCs were computed under differ-
ent percentage of random mutation and deletion for both S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris
with high accuracy means CoReCo performs well even for poorly sequenced data.
The CoReCo is an efficient tool to study the evolutionary relationship of unknown
species and predicts the metabolic network of the hypothetical ancestor. The whole
pipeline of model reconstruction of one fungi would be finished within 24 hours.
Reconstruction process of the CoReCo method was built on phylogeny and the evi-
dence of each enzyme was extended by computing the posterior probability of each
EC in both the livings and ancestor species. The method offers a new orientation
in the comparative genomics that evolution can be studied by comparison between
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(a) P.pastoris tested by iLC915 (b) P.pastoris tested by PpaMBEL1245
(c) S.cerevisiae
Figure 21: Response surface of S.cerevisiae and P.pastoris under differnet acceptance
and rejection. x axis is the value of rejection. y axis is the value of accept. Metabolic
networks are constructed under each conditions and the AUCs are computed for both
P.pastoris (a) and (b) and S.cerevisiae (c) tested by different models.
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metabolic networks rather than compared under the sequence level (eg. genome
comparison or proteome comparison).
The most time consuming step in the CoReCo algorithm is the InterProScan pro-
cess and the reconstruction accuracy is severely influenced by the result from Inter-
ProScan. The EC numbers predicted from InterProScan were significantly less than
the EC numbers in the test model. The number of EC predicted from InterProScan
was 336 for P.pastoris while the EC number in the iLC915 and PpaMBEL1245
model were 603 and 445; the number of EC predicted from InterProScan was 347
for S.cerevisiae while the EC number in the yeast consensus model was 603. The
difference of EC number between the results from InterProScan and the reference
model (eg. iLC915) influence the reconstruction accuracy. Further test was made
by re-computing the probability density using reference model as training sets. The
result constructed by the smaller set from the InterProScan process would be dif-
ferent compared to the probability density trained with the reference model. It was
more significant when the EC in the InterProScan was severely different to the EC
in the test model described by the BLAST score or the GTG score. This is sug-
gest using reference model as training when reconstructing the model could give a
better construction result. We can use reference model of each species instead of
the results from InterProScan as training sets to reconstruct the model when more
reference models are available. This will dramatically decrease the time of model
reconstruction.
Curation is still needed to produce a better reconstruction network. Reactions
marked with gaps in the final results need to be decided whether to incorporate into
the prediction. For example, for the reaction marked with "gaps" and small cost,
discard the reaction may produce functional losses while incorporating the reaction
will bring gaps into the model. Experiments can be developed for testing the reac-
tions marked with gaps and small cost. We can decide whether to incorporate these
reactions by extensive literature searching. In the end, other methods can be used
to simulate biomass under the predicted metabolic network to see if the productivity
is significantly influenced by the reaction gaps.
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